DARTMOUTH'S HOPES FOR CHAMPIONSHIP DEPEND ON PENNSYLVANIA GAME

Hannover Squad Has Defeated All League Opponents Except Princeton, Which it Will Face Tomorrow

TIGERS FIRST IN LEAGUE RACE
Pennsylvania Has Lost Only One Home Game in Twenty-One Years

Three Victories Have Already Been Achieved by the Pennsylvania Tigers, Who Are Point Leaders by a Margin of Two Points Over the Next Highesteering Team, the Princeton Tigers. The Princeton Tigers, who are now out of the running for the championship, have been defeated by the Pennsylvania Tigers in their last two games. The Pennsylvania Tigers have won their last two games, and are now in the lead with three victories each. The Princeton Tigers have only one victory, and are in fourth place with a record of one victory and two losses.

The Pennsylvania Tigers have shown remarkable consistency in their play, having won all of their games so far. They are led by their star quarterback, who has thrown a total of six touchdown passes so far this season. The Princeton Tigers, on the other hand, have not been as successful, having only one victory in their last three games.

The Pennsylvania Tigers will face the Princeton Tigers tomorrow, and it is expected that the Pennsylvania Tigers will continue their winning streak. The Princeton Tigers, on the other hand, are in a difficult position and will have to work hard to avoid another loss.

In conclusion, the Pennsylvania Tigers are currently leading the league with three victories each, and are expected to continue their winning streak. The Princeton Tigers, on the other hand, are in a difficult position and will have to work hard to avoid another loss.
WARREN'S
3425 WALNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA
Importing Tailors

We at all times show the best assortment of $1.00 Neckwear on the Campus
2 week delivery on all orders

SPECIALS
Tuxedo Vest D. B., White or Black.
Single or Double-breasted
$5.00

Tuxedo Coat, Pants and Vest
$40.00
Fine Worsted Suits and
English Cashmeres
$35 to order

Tuxedo Trousers
Opp. Dorms
Riding Breeches
Philo. Walnut 4041

Tuxedo Vest I). B.. White or Black.
Knickers and

WE SAVE YOU THE PRICE OF A NEW SUIT

NOTICES

Varsity Booster—All center backs are on hand and may be obtained by applying
in person to the office of the graduate manager.
Baseball—All Varsity players must report at 1 P.M. today to uniform for
pictures.
Baseball—The Freshman team will practice at 3 P.M. and the Varsity at
1 P.M.
Racing—All new racers on the river Bring members of their clubs for racing.
Soccer—The first spring game will be held thisSaturday, March 7. All can-
didates for spring Varsity soccer team must report to practice every Tuesday and
Thursday from now on. Games to be played on following dates March 7, 14,
21, 28 April 11.
Crew—Following men report at 7
every Tuesday and Thursday from now on: Richmond, Grobe, Lewis, Wein-
braun, Coller, Wood, Child, Buchert, Mc-
Branda, Seiberson, Stein, Blome, Flach,
Paul, Sallerwalle, Kahlblau, Lasters,
Kasserman, Oppen, White, North, Colle-
han, Barsh, Rowe. Game Saturday,
March 7.
Band—Important rehearsal tomorrow at 11 A.M.
Crew—The following men report at the boathouse today: Abott, Kiefer, Hitt-
Culler, Haing, Hahn, Kliefler, Prizer, Sper-
Crew—Beginning today, the bus will run every running at 3:30 P.M.
Band—Rehearsal tomorrow at 5 P.M.
Monarch Society. The finance and the Advertisings to Committees will meet in
the Jewett Reading Room before at 11
P.M. Following please report: R. Scham-
klein, L. Abel, D. Eisehalm, B. Adel, L.
R. Sklar, J. Spero, A. L. Hurstel, F.
Lauren, P. Spero, H. Kelhman, B. Sklar,
C. Plesserman, and R. P. Feinman.
Come Those—Following men report at 9
M. H. A. at 8 o'clock tonight: Koma-
Vogel, Kramer, Griscom, Kramel, How-
ner, Griscom, White and Gardiner.
Kite and Bay—Following report at 5 o'clock instead of Noon 32, in the Board-
.v Itchette Club: H. H. White, Wm. 0.
Hammond, Harrach, Patton, Goodwin, Allan
Barrer, Hoppe, Treichlov, Leech, Elso-
berg, Klahr.
West Philadelphia Club—Meeting in Houston Hall auditorium Thursday at
3:30 P.M.
Junto—Final business board competi-
tion is to be held on Proctors and Sophomores
for this year. Report every day between
5 and 7 o'clock to Room 54, Houston
Club, third floor.
Students' Ward—Trapper, W. 32, Whitenow, W. 27, Goodman, W. 75
A WARM WELCOME AT WINTER'S

LUXENBERG
CLOTHES FOR THE COLLEGE MAN

SHOWING
Today and Tomorrow
PENN DRUG COMPANY
3701 WOODLAND AVE
NAT LUXENBERG & BROS
841 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

An invitation to college men

MEN of broad vision and initi-
avative will find many excellent
opportunities in the home organiza-
tion and branch offices of the Insur-
ance Company of North America.
This is the Oldest American Fire
and Marine Insurance Company. It has
an important part in the develop-
ment of American commercial and
industrial aff'airs.

Inquiries are invited

INSURANCE COMPANY OF
NORTH AMERICA
3rd & Walnut Sts.
Philadelphia
Zullinger's Drug Store

40th and Spruce Sts.

Baring 1234

THE FAVORITE OF A NATION
BEECH-NUT
CHEWING GUM

IT'S THE FLAVOR THAT COUNTS
BEECH-NUT QUALITY
Has No Equal

UNIVERSITY MEN!

Due to the large number of cancellations of retailers' orders and the surplus stock of Spruce Suits and Trenches we have manufactured we are forced to raise money. Therefore we are going to sell direct to the public at the exact wholesale cost.

This is an opportunity for you to save money.

These Suits and Trenches are the Latest Styles and Pattern for spring.

Come in today while the selection is large.

LATEST STYLES FOR COLLEGE MEN INCLUDED
EXTRA THOUSANDS IF DESIRED

GUARANTEE CLOTHING CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
High Grade Clothing
411 Market Street

Salesroom: 25th and Market Sts.
Open Evenings Until 6 Saturday Until 7

WORLD WAR SCENES
TO FEATURE SMOKER

"Over the Top With the Allies," a thrilling picture of the battles of the great world war, will be shown at the Municipal Auditorium next Friday night.

The motion picture, appearing here for the first time in Philadelphia, is composed of official Government films taken by members of the photographic staff, then assuming the authority.

Theatrical Rosenau is pictured delivering a stirring speech urging loyalty and one of the noted characters colored films photographed when he has given, to make it a point to the audience here. 

This will give all interested to see the pictures shown. The screen is the Penn Drug Company

The Margaret Elizabeth Cafe
24th and Walnut Streets

FIRST NIGHT --- Breakfast 7-9:00
Luncheon 11:00-2:00        Dinner 5:00-7:00

Zoronics houfhs and Stoves

Do you want a high priced stov
Do you want a high priced stove

Forget what you are.

They're not

At the Penn Drug again Monday.

ROGERS PEET COMPANY

Borough at Secor, at 11th at 40th St.
Broadway at 40th St.
Broadway at 5th.
Fifth Ave.

New York City

Penn Drug Company
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SARAH'S BLOOD DASH

The number of complaints that have come in already about one side of the word "Penn" in yesterday's column is humbling. We have always known that there were many readers for this space and finally hit on that决定 to find out. I worked up to four. We thank you, excellent.

There was only one disturbing factor connected with the fire of complaint that comes in. Nearly of the correspondents unadvisedly referred to the syllabus in that space just out of their reach on the outside of Palermo's Pennsylvania, and we have always maintained that it did not matter what was put in that space, so no one read it.

We are simply in sympathy with the assumption to use Pennsylvania instead of Penn. In fact, for the last week we have been working on the possibility of changing the name of this column to Pennsylvania and Writing Penn.

Burning Hearts Big Burn—Route.

Must have been the time preceding to the ship in the front next in our

These seem to have been quite a bit of curiosity aroused on this campus by the report that the girls at Radcliffe are enrolling for a summer course in mathematics. In the inference beforehand that every girl and boy of for

Any one applying to this office can obtain the name of the absent-minded professor who put a cent in one of the Library machines and then reached in the cup for the wrong piece of expectation.

The activity of another campus course deserves to abroad. We that the University of Pennsylvania in registering of dates by the powers-that-be. This warning that comes 25 to 30 minutes, is a signal for starting the废话. The final violin is blown ten minutes later, consisting of various ideas to work the final conclusion.

The plan is certainly interesting, but not of all practical for this campus. The combination would work fine for all, a couple of cottons, and maybe even an earthquake before they would get anything.

The plan would have the advantage of giving our powers some something to do. Judging by the temperature of some of our classrooms, there must be burning heavy on their hands.

We suppose the University of Oklahoma will soon be in the sack and giving out suits for cutting winter dates.

TODAY'S APPLES

You must have had a brown or milk one, I'm sure I didn't eat one that day, but I remember eating your very much.

We have a froebel in suits.

Friday night was over and it all over.

With help from Marc, Lucy Price, Impala and Bibi.

then it's the time to appear in public accompanied by his superiors.

The progress made will be manifested at the concert to come, when the Glee Club and the University Orchestra will appear for the last time this season. You are offered the opportunity of hearing to an entertainment rendered by a growing unit of Pennsylvania and one which will be favorably recalled by others and many in other colleges. It is quite possible to become better acquainted with, and more fully to aspire of, one of the most popular acts.

SENNETT HALL

Each passing day sees Sennett Hall, names him of the Institute of Education, one step nearer completion, and each day working out the architectural beauty that the hall will have with it. Occupying possibly the most prominent of on the campus, it is indeed fitting that the University's new adornment should be its most beautiful. In the press earlier, Sennett Hall is observed daily by hundreds of passers and should prove a great attraction to all who visit the University.

The new structure, the artists, the equipment and the construction of the new building, is a notable event in the history of the University.

The Place and Time to Live

Philadelphia, according to Fling, is the City of Beautiful Girls and the City of Fling's Women's University. Absolutely Pennsylvania's Girls and our University Notre Dame, Fabrics and Sungo and Studio-Breded Women were more beautiful than this Spring.

In the world of Fling's University.

In the Place and Time to Live.

PERRY'S

16th & Chestnut
PYLE & INNES
Leading College Tailors
115 Walnut Street

Take A Weekly Trip Home—Over The Telephone

"It’s Jim . . . Telephoning from College!"

Jim hasn’t a motor-car. Jim hasn’t a Phi Beta Kappa key. He isn’t what you would call a Social Lion. Neither is he a star athlete.

Yet, if you were to ask the first man you met on the Campus who is the best liked man at college . . . he would, in all probability, mention Jim’s name.

Because Jim has a reputation for being a good fellow—a fellow of those kindly, heart-felt type who figure that the other fellow’s feelings come first.

That reputation is well founded, is proved by the fact that every week of his College Life (and he is a Senior now) he telephoned his Mother and his Dad. A worthy habit . . . .

If you only knew how much your Mother and Dad would enjoy a weekly telephone call from you. If you only knew how much you would enjoy those little chats yourself—You would certainly emulate the example of the well-liked Jim!
University Clothes Shop

3705 Spruce Street

Boxers Will Face Colgate Saturday

Serving Team Comes to Weights Hall to Battle Red and Blue Ragers

Colgate will be the opponent of the Pennsylvian next week in a match which will be held in Weights Hall on Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock. The Indians will be as usual selected by the Intercollegiate Boxing Association and will be announced later. This match will be the third one of the present season, the others resulting in two ties and one win for Pennsylvania. The first meetings were held at Weights Hall and Low in the 116-pound class; Kaplan, 155 pounds; Wilkins, 155 pounds; Converse, 145 pounds; Collette, 150 pounds; and坤rt, heavyweight.

Colgate College. Picture. (111.iff

and line team the Ross, 160 pounds: Strach, 175 pounds, and other Crescent or Harrier. The Easton weight class.

Colgate College. Washington and Lee, 121 is a recent most held three days before Princeton and Allegheny and shows a draw. The result of this match was an expected, 121, but Pennsylvania has decided not to consider Sports' default kay in the match, Washington and Lee, 121 published particular attention to the junior varsity, knocking out the men who fought at these weights.

Plans for the intercollegiate, which will be held in Weights Hall on March 27 and 29, are under way. Penn is trying to get a six-man team and as Yale has already entered, Coach Devore's wish before looking for some big opposition.

Freshmen Debaters Don Rutgers Plebes

First-Year Men Win Initial Contest in Debating

Pennsylvania's Freshmen debating team interested in New Brunswick Mon day night when its first-year men won the first of six matches. The impressive defeat of the visitors came by a vote of 11-2. William P. Kennedy, '24 Col., a member of the New Jersey team, and the leader of the voting board, and as the men were so successful in this first free hour, he is very hopeful of the prospects for the season. He is quite fond of Rutgers, and worked much among his men. The University team may be able to meet them on the floor this season's material.

Lacrosse Practice Will Be Held Wednesday

Despite the unfavorable weather conditions prevailing for the last few days, all members of the Phillies and财税s are urged to report regular for practice on Wednesday. Although practice will be lengthy and will continue solely in running, there will be some practical work with the sticks. The main objective is to keep the players in shape for the coming season.

Yes Boys' - That new suit you are looking for is now on hand at popular prices.

Suits & Extra Pants $47.50

Regular $60 values

MacDonald & Campbell

2025 Walnut Street

LEADING SPECIALISTS IN

YOUNG MEN'S

Silk Overcoats Graceful Clothing

Hoboken's Mastering Apparel

1343.136 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Dr. M. N. Spelts, President, 1121 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. This will be announced later.

JUNTO WILL FEATURE PROSE IN NEXT ISSUE

Lovely prose, none proo, is the policy that has been adopted by the Junto for its forthcoming quarterly issue. In the number expected to make its appearance across a week from today, the editors say they have followed the popular demand to have two very best problems submitted and substituting short stories for the popularly enjoyed verse category by verse. This will be the first issue to have short stories published before else. The Junto's interest in the number was not on the press muse made for the story form for the students' problems, many selections are those of family interest. Of special note will be the high of the department, of the English Department. In addition, it should be interesting in itself for its first appearance two years ago.

Conrad McElvain Announces Season Concerts Tonight

Continued From Past Page

Mr. and Mrs. John M. Gates, Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Knott, and Edward W. Whendish will attend the program.

Low Chairman and his troupe is in the preliminary program engaged to furnish the music for the formal dance in the Academy Play house after the performance. Those who have not yet purchased tickets may still obtain (interest in the opportunity) at the Musical Club office in the second floor of the Musical Hall.

The election of officers for the concert year was held yesterday at the Ohio Club, President, Charles Mosher, Jr., W. H. White; elected president to succeed Harry L. Kilian, C. J. Jillis, Jr., "21; W. B. French; "20, vice-president, and Robert Briggs, "21, secretary.

Trackmen enter Indoor Intercollegiate at West End Park Club

are to likely place are the Thaddeus A. X. miller, 100-pound weight throw, high jump and pole vault. Bowman, of Princeton, a natural star, will be pushed hard by Hill of Pennsylvania, and Bell, of Holy Cross, in the 100-yard dash. Howard and Canon should finish among the first tier in the high jump, while McCullough and Taylor are expected to place in the weight events.

Pennsylvania's track team relay team composed of Banner, Stair, Macon and Brown, has just returnext from the Illinois games, where they finished second. Toney recent time run the 220 in 25.5 minutes 36 seconds, breaking the former Pennsylvania record of 25.5 minutes 42 seconds. Russell Payne, a transfer from Ohio, has placed second in the 220. Toney's showing in the 100-yard dash, which was won by Willie Riddle, of the Pennsylvian, in 10.6 seconds.

Lafayette Alumni Meet at Belvue

Dr. George H. Manker, dean of the Graduate School of Medicine of the W. P. Kennedy, 24 Col., a member of the New Jersey team, and the leader of the voting board, and as the men were so successful in this first free hour, he is very hopeful of the prospects for the season. He is quite fond of Rutgers, and worked much among his men. The University team may be able to meet them on the floor this season's material.

CUBAN ATHLETE MAY COMPETE IN RELAYS

By A. C. Kramzantov, a former Pennsylvania and Olympic track star, who is now coaching in Cuba, there is a likely candidate for the Olympic Games. He is a young man who is expected to make his appearance in the relay teams in the Olympic Games. The man is a native of Cuba, and has been trained in the art of running. He is a fast runner, and is expected to do well in the relay events.

JEWEELRY REPAIRING Expensive HALos COUNT UP WHY DE LATE FOR CLASS

WATCH REPAIRING RODERICK P. FORD WATCHMAKER 3667 WOOLWICH AVENUE Newark Phone: Phone: 6531

About the Campus Directory

DeVoe and Glass

THE WHITE HOUSE CAFE

EATING HEADQUARTERS FOR U. OF P. STUDENTS

3657 WOOLWICH AVENUE

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria

3483 Walnut Street

Closed Sunday Dinner 5:30 to 9

Splendid Restaurant

3645 Woodland Ave.

Good Food, Properly Prepared at Popular Prices